2006 NEWS
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 03, 2006
Patty Brard & Ome Henk : Après Ski Hit!!!

Patty Brard and Ome Henk (a comic singer) have recorded a single (Ik
Wil Knallen). This track, performed in Dutch, is released by Princess
Records and is intended to become a "Carnival - Après Ski" hit. Two
weeks ago, it entered the Dutch Mega Top 100 at the 21th position.
The current peak position is #17. This unique duo will be performing in
discos and TV shows. Mediamarkt Netherlands, a chain of multimedia
stores, sponsors a mini tour of the two funny troubadours in February in
their shops.
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 08, 2006
Patty Brard & Ome Henk: a Golden Duet!!!

Ik Wil Knallen, the "Après Ski/Carnaval" single of Patty Brard & Ome
Henk, has become a Top 5 hit in Holland!!! It entered the Dutch Mega
Single Top 100 three weeks ago.
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 2006
Patty Brard : About to marry once again!!!

All the Dutch gossip columnists have talked about it recently: Patty
Brard is about to get married again!!! She announced the news two
weeks ago in RTL Boulevard (a showbiz news TV programme) on RTL 4.
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Her fourth husband will be Antoine van de Vijver, an architect. The
lovebirds prefer first to live together before to chose the date of the
wedding.
Patty's previous hubbys were: Ron Brandsteder (a TV host), Carlo Nasi
(a rich Italian record producer and one of the heirs of the FIAT empire,
father of her daughter Priscilla) and René Muthert (a singer and
musician).
Patty is really "the greatest lover"!!!!
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 2006
José & Patty Brard in the charts

Good news: José's 2005 version of I Will Follow Him has entered the
Mega Top 100 at #90 whereas the current position of Patty's latest
single with Ome Henk (Ik Wil Knallen) is #8 (5 weeks in the charts).
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 2006
Latest Charts updates

Good News: Patty & Ome Henk stay in the Mega Single Top 100. Their
current position is #15 with their "Ik Wil Knallen" single (6 weeks in
the charts, peak position: #5).
Meanwhile, this track has also topped the Mega Top 50 (current
position: #23, previous week: #21, 3 weeks in the charts) and the
Download Top 50 (#16, first week).
Bad News: José has rapidly left the charts with her "I Will Follow Him
2005" single (only one week in the Mega Single Top 100).
MONDAY, MARCH 06, 2006
Patty Brard & Ome Henk: latest charts updates

Patty & Ome Henk are still in the Dutch charts with their Après Ski Hit
"Ik Wil Knallen":
Position -4th week - Mega Top 50: #29
Position -5th week - Mega Top 50: #33
Position -7th week- Single Top 100: #10
source: www.megacharts.nl
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TUESDAY, MARCH 14, 2006

Patty Brard & Ome Henk: latest charts update

Dutch Single Top 100 (GfK Mega Charts): Ik Wil Knallen (Patty & Ome
Henk): Down to #82 (8 weeks in the charts).
Meanwhile, Patty & Ome Henk have left the Mega Top 50.
FRIDAY, MARCH 17, 2006
Patty's house in Ibiza on fire

The mansion of Patty Brard in Ibiza has recently burnt due to a shortcircuit. In this fire, the Dutch entertainer has lost her Luv' gold and
platina records.
La villa de Patty Brard à Ibiza a récemment brûlé à cause d'un court5

circuit. Dans cet incendie, la chanteuse et présententrice de télévision
a perdu ses disques d'or et de platine de Luv'.
source: De Telegraaf/RTLNieuws.nl

Patty & Ome Henk: one of the biggest drop of all times in the Dutch
Charts

In my previous article [see news posted on March 14], I've mentioned
the latest position of Patty & Ome Henk in the Mega Single Top 100
(#82). The duet has lost in no time (a single week) 72 positions.
According to the Dutch hit lists specialists, it's said to be one of the
biggest drop of all times in the charts.
source: http://www.megacharts.nl/
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TUESDAY, MARCH 21, 2006
Patty Brard & Ome Henk : Out Of The Charts!!!

Patty Brard & Ome Henk have left the charts. Their single "Ik Wil
Knallen" became a Top 5 Hit in February and was part of the
soundtrack of the best Après Ski/Carnaval parties in the Netherlands.
Chart History:
Mega Top 100: Ik Wil Knallen
(from week 3 to week 10 of 2006) : 21 - 17 - 5 - 8 - 8 - 15 - 10 - 82
Mega Top 50: Ik Wil Knallen
(from week 5 to week 10 of 2006) : 31 - 21 - 23 - 29 - 33
Infos about the Dutch Charts:
-The Mega Top 100 is the best way to know what's "hot" in the Netherlands. The #1 to #50 positions are purely based
on singles sales. The #50 to #100 positions are based on a mix between airplay (on Dutch radio stations) and sales.
- The Mega Top 50 is based on airplay on Radio 3FM and MTV Netherlands + sales + legal downloads.
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FRIDAY, MARCH 24, 2006
José & Patty @ Go Après Ski !!!!

On March 18th. José Hoebee & Patty Brard took part in the 10th
edition of the Go Après Ski concert at Ahoy Rotterdam(one of the
most prestigious and crowded venue in Holland). The divas performed
(with other Dutch celebrities) in front of thousands of young spectators.
This gig was a good opportunity to see José's brand new look.

THURSDAY, MARCH 30, 2006
A study for SBS 6 Shownieuws has revealed that Patty Brard has been
chosen as the worst Dutch celebrity to live with.
SATURDAY, APRIL 08, 2006
Breaking News
Patty Brard was interviewed on monday for a programme, "De wereld
draait door" on Vara/Nederland 3 about the current activities of the
trio. Moreover, on April 1st, she was invited in Mooi! Weer de Leeuw,
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a popular TV show hosted by comedian Paul de Leeuw and broadcast
by VARA. The programme includes interaction with the studio audience.
That's how, Patty made the dream of one her fans true. She sang a
duet ("Huilen Is Voor Jou Te Laat") with him.
THURSDAY, APRIL 20, 2006
Because Patty Brard is obsessed by her death, she had already planned
all the details of her funeral!!! [source: De Telegraaf]. Moreover, the
exotic princess of Luv' has been included in a funny list among other
Dutch female celebrities. A magazine Expreszo has organized the
election of the best mother for Dutch gays. Until April 23rd, the
visitors of http://www.homomoeder.nl/ can vote for Patty.
THURSDAY, APRIL 27, 2006
The media still focus their attention on Patty Brard. First of all, she
was one of the guest stars of the famous talk show "Jensen" hosted by
Robert

Jensen

on

April

25th;

554000

viewers

(source:

http://www.kijkonderzoek.nl/). Otherwise, Dame Brard and the
architect Antoine van de Vijver will get married on September 4th
(source: De Telegraaf/Privé). Final news about this terrific entertainer:
she's been nominated with other female Dutch celebrities by the
Expreszo magazine to be chosen as the favourite mother for gays.
Unfortunately, the winner is Daphne Bunskoek who hosts RTL
Boulevard on RTL 4.
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SUNDAY, JUNE 11, 2006
Patty Brard took part in a polical debate on MTV Cool Politics about
the contemporary problems of the Netherlands. Moreover, she
continues to write her weekly column for the Weekend magazine.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20, 2006
Patty Brard chose a new date for her wedding: March 24th. 2007. She
will marry Antoine van de Vijver (architect).

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 12, 2006
One month ago, on November 13th, Patty Brard was invited in
Katja vs De Rest, a TV show on the BNN channel in which the
entertainer Katja Schuurman competes against Dutch celebrities.
The competition between Patty and Katja consisted of the
performance of "Tomorrow" from "Annie" (the musical), a Spice
Girls look-alike contest and a rap battle.
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